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Vibração Essência da criação/Música da vida
Dr. Dietrich Gümbel

„Vibration – the Esence of Creation / Music of Life“

Vibrations are signs of life unvisible or visible, arousing feelings and sensations, becoming
aware or perceived unconsciously.
Since a period of time it is well known that plants emit such vibrations by its colors or its
scents. So its essential oils imply healing properties for applications (Aromatherapy).
Today those vibrations are measurable as electric impulses based on its electric potential.
One electrode will be fixed to the roots in the ground and the other one to the sprout
(stem, leaf or blossom) and could be transferred to an oscillography or right away to a
synthesizer causing tones. What you then can perceive is a present from the creation: the
plant is making music. This phenomena is described in detail by Dr.Dietrich Gümbel and
Werner Müller. They found out that it is possible to communicate with a plant by music
but also the plant itself will be vitalized by its own music.
During the wintertime Dr.Gümbel and Werner Müller played music together with a
Gerbera plant (Gerbera hybrida) with a single blossom. But with the application of
Dr.Gümbel´s AROMATIC-PLANT-CARE and longer periods of playing together, the
Gerbera not only overcame this season but bred three more new blossoms !
Dr.Gümbel and Werner Müller questioned if they could affect the sequence of tones from
the plant. The result was amazing which made them taken aback: did they play with an A
major chord, the plant responded in tones of the same chord. But if changed to the B
major chord the plant also changed in its tones to this altered chord. This verifies that
plants respond to tones consciously, they are able to communicate with us.
The reader will be faced with a new world of sounds which touches our hearts and minds.
Conclusion: Vibrations are the essence of our creation and that’s the topic of this book.
Annotion: The book is coming as a set together with a Music-CD for plants and from
plants plus three bottles of AROMATIC-PLANT-CARE for for the application on roots, leafs
and flowers (fruits & seeds).

